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by Blythe Thimsen
photos by Alan Bisson

Ke i T h  A n d  S A n d i 
Coultrap have a herd of buffalo 
running through their home. 
don’t expect to hear the thun-
dering sound of their charge, see 

a trail of hoof prints or a path destruction such 
a herd could leave in its wake; instead, look for 
the buffalo all throughout the home, with them 
carved in nearly every wood piece, from cabi-

nets to desks and furniture, and incorporated 
into artwork and the décor. 

“The buffalo just really spoke to me,” says 
Sandi who adds that she and Keith have a 
deep respect for the native American culture 
in which all of earth and the great gifts within 
it are respected. “That’s a theme i wanted to 
show,” she says

Showcasing the buffalo once the house was 
built was easy, but getting the house built was 
a bit of a challenge. Their builder had some 
trouble and ended up declaring bankruptcy 
mid-project. “We were fortunate to secure a 
position to come in and finish the home on our 
own,” says Sandi who became somewhat of the 

A Herd of Buffalo

ee
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general contractor. “i was here between 
six and seven every morning to ensure 
we could finish the house, so it is very 
personal. We met with every contractor, 
it was an interesting experience. it’s one 
thing when you sit down in a decorating 
store and another thing to watch each bit 
of construction being done.”

The home took between eight and 
twelve months to build, and they moved 
in three and a half years ago. “We would 
not let them cut down any trees,” says 
Sandi of the surrounding, older evergreen 
trees which are speckled across the prop-
erty. “Part of my being here so much was 
also babysitting; making sure they didn’t 
cut any trees.”

“i wanted every bedroom to have its 
own bathroom,” says Sandi of what she 
knew for sure she wanted in their house. 
“i also knew i wanted a built-in sound 
system, because music is very important to 
me. Most of all though, i wanted it to be 
a family home.”

A family home is exactly what they got, 
considering they built next door to one 
of their daughters, son-in-law and two 
grandchildren. Their daughter’s house was 
the first one built in the development, and 
Keith and Sandi enjoyed the area so much 
when they visited, and it was close to their 
business, so it seemed like the perfect place 
to build. They also purchased the lot next 
door to ensure that the surrounding wild 
nature would be preserved, and it also 
gives the grandchildren a place to build a 
fort. The joys of living next door to fam-
ily include their grandchildren stopping 
by their house in the morning just to say 
hello, as well as being able to look out for 
one another. “if they left it might change 
our affection for it,” says Keith of how 
much they love living in a home this close 
to their family. 

The Coultraps have built homes before 
so they knew what the process would 
entail. “We’ve built before, which helped 
a lot with the situation we found ourselves 
in,” says Sandi. “You have to have patience 
when you are building a home because 
there is always something not factored in. 
it will always cost more. Go in with your 
eyes open and anticipate that there may be 
a glitch, and then you’ll be prepared.” 

“no compromises,” says Keith of the 
perks of building a home. “You don’t 
have to compromise; you aren’t inheriting 

The back of Keith and Sandi’s house provides ample seating from which to enjoy the nature-filled views. 

A private deck off of the master bedroom looks out on nature trails, as well as a sledding hill used 
by Keith and Sandi’s grandchildren. With little snow this winter, though, they haven’t been able to 

put their sledding skills to the test. 

Keith and Sandi enjoy spending time reading in their living room.
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someone else’s stuff. You aren’t buying a 
used home and you don’t have to adapt 
to it.”

“Rustic elegance” is how Sandi describes 
this home. “The spirit of this house is 
part of our house, our history; native 
Americans are part of our history.” A 
replica of Sitting Bull sits on their dining 
room sideboard as an example, and a near-
by decoration features a buffalo jawbone 
encrusted in leather and paint. These are 
just a few of the native American touches 
they have included throughout the home. 

“You could easily spend two to four 
hours a day during a several month peri-
od,” says Sandi of the daunting task of 
finding the right materials, fabrics, finish-
es and decorative touches that are needed 
to design and build a house. “Luckily i 
pretty much knew what i wanted.”

not only was the selection of the mate-
rials demanding, but so was Sandi when it 
came to knowing what she wanted. One 
thing that she wanted, much to the cha-
grin of the contractors, was pocket doors. 
“The builder didn’t want to put pocket 
doors in, but i love them. i’ve had them in 
my homes for years. it might be difficult 
to build, with the extra framing, but i 
wanted them. You have to be willing to do 
that when you really want a certain look,” 
she says of the need to be insistent when 
building a home of your own. 

The cabinets found throughout the 
house are beautifully handcrafted, with 
a hand-carved buffalo in each piece, as 
well as hand-carved detailed edging. The 
design is used on cabinets found in the 
kitchen and bathrooms, as well as the 
nightstands in Sandi and Keith’s bed-
room, and the desks, bookshelves and 
cabinets in each of their offices.

Sandi found their cabinet maker 
while trying to avoid downtown Coeur 
d’Alene traffic on a busy festival week-
end. Thinking she would take a shortcut, 
she turned down a back alley only to get 
stuck behind a truck which was unload-
ing cabinets. As she sat there waiting and 
watching, she was quite taken with what 
she saw being unloaded from the truck. 
She met the gentleman who was unload-

Who says Christmas trees are just for december? not Sandi, who keeps this elegant tree up year-round. 
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ing and had created the designs, and told 
him she and her husband were building a 
house and might be interested in having 
their cabinets made. “he designed several 
samples, and we accepted this one,” says 
Sandi, gesturing to the buffalo design 
found throughout the house. “it was one 
of those really neat things that we worked 
on together. They are like pieces of furni-
ture,” she says of the many cabinets found 
throughout the home. 

“i wanted it to be big,” says Sandi of the 
front door. Big it is. The front door opens 
into an entryway that is flanked on the 
left by an open dining room and on the 
right by a closed off office. The hickory 
floors are Amish finish with a distressed 
wide plank design. “i love it because to 
me, it truly is rustic and elegant – rustic 
elegance,” says Sandi. 

in the dining room, a heavy table with 
inlaid wood design catches the eye. eight 
leather and grommet covered chairs with 
curved backs cluster around the table. 
“isn’t she amazing? She is so good at this,” 
says Keith, commenting on his wife’s tal-
ent for decorating and creating the attrac-
tive dining room table setting. 

What appears to be the dining room 
window turns out to be double doors lead-
ing out onto the front porch. in the sum-
mer, the doors can be opened, allowing a 
gentle breeze to float through the room. 

Back on the other side of the entryway, 
double glass doors with dark wood trim 
open into Sandi’s office. “My faith is very 
important to me, so i do a lot of studying 
in here.” From her vantage point behind 
her desk she can look out of another set of 
double doors that lead out onto the front 
porch, this time on the other side of the 
front door. Like the ones in the dining 
room, they may be opened to let a breeze 
in and to allow access to the front of the 
house.  

A built-in cabinet in the corner has a 
television nestled in the top shelf – perfect 
for catching up on the news from her desk 
– while the main cupboard holds the con-
trols for the home’s sound system within 
its door. don’t look for the speakers, 
though; Keith and Sandi opted for stealth 
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Keith’s boots, hat and rope add a personal touch to the living room’s decorative theme. 
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speakers that are built behind the wall. 
While the music swells around you, it will 
be impossible to ever find a speaker. 

Stepping forward from the entryway 
takes you into the living room. With 
the entryway’s ceiling – created by the 
overhead second story – gone, the liv-
ing room’s ceiling soars high above, over 
twenty feet upward. The eye is drawn to 
the large arched window on the back wall 
of the living room. With six massive panes 
and an arch at the top, the window looks 
almost blue, but you soon realize that is 
because it is up so high that all that can 
be seen through it is the blue sky outside, 
save for the tip of a lone pine that shows up 
in the lower left corner. The windows have 
a UV filter, which allows the light in, but 
keeps it from being too bright or fading 
the furniture and wall paint. 

next to the window, dominating the 
room from the corner is a floor to ceiling 
flat stone fireplace. Keith and Sandi found 
a feather from a bird native to this area 
and had a large metal reproduction cre-
ated for above their fireplace. “i thought of 
putting a buffalo head up there, but Keith 
thought it might be too much,” she says. 
They tried a variety of decorations, using 
cardboard to envision what different size 
options would look like before deciding 
on the feather, which is similar to the large 
metal feathers which welcome motorists 
into the downtown area of Coeur d’Alene, 
after getting off of i-90. 

Leather couches cluster around the liv-
ing room area rugs, which have a feather 
design incorporated into them. “The liv-
ing room is usually where i start my day,” 
says Keith. “i get my coffee and read the 
Wall Street Journal or my Bible.”

it is difficult to miss the Christmas 
tree which stands decorated next to the 
fireplace and in front of the window and 
sliding glass door leading out onto a deck 
overlooking the beautiful fields behind 
their house. “i love trees,” says Sandi, 
explaining its presence in mid-winter. She 
has several other decorative evergreens 
throughout the house, and, with the lights 
off, this tree’s beautiful décor seems to 
work with the house regardless of the sea-

Keith’s second floor office also serves as a place to sit and relax.
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doors open off of the dining room, onto the front porch where the front yard waterfall and stream provides 
an outdoor soundtrack. 

is this a water buffalo? 
no, just a buffalo near the bath!
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son. Buffalo ornaments, as well as wooden 
branch garlands, birds and cowboy hat 
ornaments and orbs made from twigs, the 
tree looks truly stunning, and fits in beau-
tifully with the house. “i usually keep it up 
until March and then decided whether or 
not it will stay up all year,” she says. 

The view of the tree is visible from the 
kitchen, thanks to the arched walkway 
and open wall at the eating area. The dark 
color of the granite countertops transition 
nicely into the kitchen, where an eating 
area is tucked in a nook with plantation 
shutters that open and allow the light 
to flood into the room. in the corner is 
tucked an old chair and desk (single piece) 
from Gonzaga Prep. Because two of their 
children had gone to school there, Sandi 
and Keith thought it was a nice addition 
to the kitchen eating area. 

“i like the configuration of the kitchen,” 
says Keith. “We can watch the grandkids 
toboggan down their hill from here.”

“i’m okay with cooking,” says Sandi. “i 
cooked because i raised children, and now 
i cook because my husband enjoys it - but 
i sure have all the right equipment!” That 
equipment includes a Wolff gas range as 
well as a Wolff double oven. Wolff ovens 
are known for their signature red knobs, 
but Sandi special ordered black knobs that 
blended better with the color scheme in 
the kitchen. 

Crushed granite is used in the sink, 
which is a rich graphite color. A weathered 
bronze backsplash behind the gas range 
was selected because “i wanted something 
to give it a punch,” says Sandi of the wall. 
Also on the wall is a faucet for conve-

niently filling pots with water. 
down the hall from the kitchen is the 

master bedroom, where a dresser and 
both nightstands showcase the same hand 
carved buffalo design. Sliding doors lead 
out to a private deck which looks out onto 
a naturally landscaped hill that the grand-
children like to sled down in the winter. 

if it is too cold to relax outside on the 
deck, then a trip into the master bath-
room, with its heated floors and large 
soaking tub, may be what is called for. 
The original plan was for the window by 
the tub to have beveled glass, obscuring 
any views into the bathroom. At the same 
time though, it also obscured the view out 
of the bathroom. With no nearby neigh-
bors situated where they could see into 
the house, and with the added benefit of 
a large full grown pine tree blocking the 
view into the bathroom, Sandi decided to 
go with clear glass. 

Accents, such as an inlaid tile design 
on the bathroom floor which looks like 
a built-in bathmat, add distinct touches 
to the bathroom. Another personalized 

touch was the small window which is in 
the walk-in closet. From here not only can 
Keith and Sandi hear the gentle trickling 
of the fountain in the front yard, but they 
can also peek out of the window to see 
what the weather is like, to help them 
decided what to wear for the day. 

The house has three additional bed-
rooms, ensuring there is always a spot for 
friends and family to stay. Some of Keith 
and Sandi’s favorite guests are their ten 
grandchildren. When the grandkids come 

This is the hand-carved buffalo design found on 
cabinets and furniture throughout the house.

Sandi has kept an eye out for decorative buffalo 
pieces she can display throughout the home.
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to visit, they know they have a special 
spot just for them. The grandchildren’s 
room at the back of the house serves as a 
playroom by day and a bedroom by night. 
during the day the spacious room is filled 
with toys and stuffed animals; at night, 
a simple tug on the round rings on the 
built-in buffalo carved wall, pulls down 
two Murphy beds. 

For guests who don’t need a playroom, 
the upstairs guest suite is sure to be the 
perfect match. in addition to the gracious 
sized bedroom and bathroom, a kitchen-
ette in the upstairs suite ensures guests 
can comfortably access a cup of coffee in 
the morning in their pajamas, or sit and 
watch the news on the television which is 
in the open room of the second floor and 
overlooks the living room below. 

The second level provides almost com-
plete privacy, save for Keith’s office which 
is on the other end of the second level. A 
large office with windows that provide 
incredible views of forested hills, the office 
is where Keith spends much of his day. 
The king of every castle needs a throne 
from which to rule, and Keith’s office 
provides just that. Situated behind a large 
wood desk with the familiar carved buf-
falo on the front, Keith works each day, 

switching between phone calls and work-
ing on his computer. he is not completely 
shut off from the rest of the house in 
this cocoon; there is a small nook that is 
open to the living room below, meaning 
he can be hard at work and yet he and 
Sandi can still hear one another call out 
from their respective offices – his upstairs 
and hers off of the entry way on the main 
floor. “There are a couple of things that 
we didn’t put in, which most people 
do, because we wouldn’t use them,” says 
Sandi. “An example is an intercom. We 
just call out.”

“This is an office/den/family room,” 
says Keith of his upstairs office, which 
has a comfortable seating area clustered 
around a flat screen television. “if i need 
to retreat, though, i go to the ‘man room’ 
in the basement.” The man room is one of 
three rooms which they added on after the 
house was completed, when they decided 
they needed to finish the basement. in 
addition to a grandchildren’s playroom 
and a home theatre room, there is a room 
that has exercise equipment in the back, 
and a flat screen television and a comfort-
able wingback chair in the front. This is 
where Keith often escapes to relax and 
watch football (Go Steelers! – his favorite 
team).

“i am convinced that no matter how 
many homes you build, you are going 
to miss something,” says Sandi of all the 
creative touches she could have added. 
“But you learn what you want in your daily 
lives and you incorporate that.” What 
Keith and Sandi wanted was a home not 
only where their decorative herd of buf-
falo could run, but their family as well. 
With grandchildren running through the 
house and their daughter right next door, 
they have created a beautiful place to call 
home. 
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The feather above the fireplace is similar to those 
along the entrance route into Coeur d’Alene. 

Custom furniture with buffalo details are found 
even in the grandchildren’s room. 


